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A century of innovations





Presentation aims

innovativeness

IP protection

Discuss pitfalls in a pathway from innovative idea to practical implication:

validation

commercialization

our team’s experience “the hard way”: lessons on the way to

feasibility

perfect failures and
perfect wins



Innovativeness.  Pitfall 1

q SoA: transcapillary fluid filtration-absorption (F-A) ratio determines how much of 
intravascular fluid is shifting from intra- to extra- vascular space in a capillary bed.

Pitfall 1: It is not innovative. An example:

q Thus, an idea to measure transcapillary F-A ratio with an aim to assess transcapillary 
distribution of fluids is obvious from existing SoA.

q However, the know-how of technique for measuring the transcapillary F-A ratio, as 
well as methodology for the clinically feasible interpretation of these measurements 
would be innovative.



Feasibility. Pitfall 2

q Is it needed? Yes

Pitfall 2: Innovation is not feasible*. An example: 

q Can it improve outcomes and cost of treatment? Yes

q Can it increase the safety of patients? Yes

q Can it be practical – user friendly? (probably), and labour-effective? (probably)

q Can it be developed using the current SoA tools? Very unlikely

q Can it be protected, developed and validated, certified and commercialized 
using your own skills, workforce and budget? No

Ø A know-how for measuring and interpreting transcapillary fluid F-A ratio: 

feasible
*capable of being carried out and used successfully (suitable & practical)



IP protection: considering patent. Pitfall 3

Pitfall 3: It belongs to your employer. 

A million dollar tip: It belongs to your employer only if your employer has 
given you a task to develop specifically the innovation you are considering 
to patent. Thus, even if you work as researcher in the university, you may 
still be free to patent your innovation without university’s share or 
ownership.



C0-founding private companies. Co-ownership

Melker has cofounded the medical technology company Xhale® Inc. in Gainesville in 2005.

US Professor Richard J. Melker has more than 70 issued U.S. patents to his name.



Professor businessman. Awards for innovations

In 2020, Richard J. Melker - a distinguished Emeritus Professor of Anesthesiology has been 
elected to the rank of the highest professional distinction awarded solely to academic 
inventors - National Academy of Inventors (NAI) Fellow. 



IP protection: patentability. Pitfall 3

Pitfall 3: It is not patentable. 



Patentability. Pitfall 3

From US Patent (USPTO) website:
v an invention cannot be patented if the invention was known or used by 

others in this country, or patented or described in a publication, or in public 
use or on sale in this country more than one year prior to the application for 
patent in the United States.

! The inventor must file US patent application on the date of public use or 
disclosure to preserve patent rights in many other countries.



Patents with a camouflage. Pitfall 4

Ø A similar idea is already patented with a camouflage.

Pitfall 4: You do not know that it is already patented. 



Patents with a camouflage. Pitfall 4

q The “patent game”

ü A little known fact […] nearly 80 percent of the information contained in patent documents is 
not publicly available anywhere else.

ü The patent application process is one of secrecy: IP attorneys protect the invention without 
giving away what is being developed. 

* https://www.reuters.com/article/us-patent-game-new-idUSBRE99809D20131009



Patents with a camouflage. Pitfall 4

Ø Filing a patent for a light bulb (assuming it is a novel, useful and non-obvious item):
An example:

ü Nowhere in the description would the words “light bulb” appear:

- the filer might refer to it as a “fixture that illuminates the surrounding area with a 
glow to make things see-able”.

* https://www.reuters.com/article/us-patent-game-new-idUSBRE99809D20131009

ü By doing so, the invention, once publicly disclosed, may not be detected by 
competitors, thereby giving the filing company additional time to be in front of 
competition.



Cost of patenting. Pitfall 5

Pitfall 5: Patenting is not affordable.



Cost of patenting in USA (USPTO). Pitfall 5



Cost of patenting in USA (USPTO). Pitfall 5

v USPTO website:



Cost of US patent: our experience (2003 – 2016). Our attorney’s quotation 

o “The U.S. Application will cost anywhere from $5,500 to $12,500 
over the next 3-5 years. Obviously, this is just an estimate and things 
can happen for which we are not accounting. ”

Hidden cost of patenting. Pitfall 5



EU (EPO) patenting costs https://www.epo.org/en/applying/fees

Cost of patenting in EU (EPO). Pitfall 5

https://www.epo.org/en/applying/fees


https://www.epo.org/en/applying/fees

https://www.epo.org/en/applying/fees


v Patent attorney’s fees during first 3-5 yrs. after EPO application submission

Our experience: 
Hidden cost of patenting. Pitfall 5



o “If you intend to proceed with the referenced European patent 
application, the attorneys’ services for European application will cost 
$17,700 - $20,700 over the next 3-5 years.”

ü Extract from our attorney’s quotation

Hidden cost of patenting. Pitfall 5



Time is money!

Hidden cost of patenting. Pitfall 5



It took 6 years after application for our US patent to be issued 
(2005-2011)

Total fees were USD 36000+



v We failed in grant applications under HORIZON 2013, 2015 and 2019 calls 

v Who are “we”?

v EU and International Patent applications related fees during the first 3 yrs. after our 
application submission have reached 50 000+ USD.

Our experience: 

Cost of patenting (EU). Pitfall 4

v We could not afford to continue seeking issuing of the patent because of upcoming fees 
including IT protection in specific countries – with expected sums counting in hundreds 
of thousands of USD.

v We have abandoned the maintenance of our US patent and several patent pending 
US/EU/International applications by inaction. 

v Maybe we should have tried harder in fund rising?



Protection is not warranted by patent. Pitfall 6

Ø Similar patents may be filed.

Ø Will you afford suing a market’s giant for copying your idea?

Ø Innovation can be used in countries that are not covered by a patent.



Game of patents

Pitfall 7: Unfair competition.



Masimo also seeks co-ownership of five Apple patents.
https://orangecoast.com/2023/mistrial-declared-in-masimo-lawsuit-against-apple

Masimo sues Apple in 2020 accusing Apple Watches of copying its technology
https://www.reuters.com/legal/litigation/apple-lawsuits-say-health-monitoring-company-masimo-copied-apple-watch-2022-10-20/

Unfair competition. Pitfall 6

https://orangecoast.com/2023/mistrial-declared-in-masimo-lawsuit-against-apple
https://www.reuters.com/legal/litigation/apple-lawsuits-say-health-monitoring-company-masimo-copied-apple-watch-2022-10-20/


Who is the winner?



And the winner is…



And the winner is…



Validation. Our experience

Ø A proof of concept: preliminary proof obtained; research published.

Validation of our patented and patent-pending innovations:

Ø A prototype device was developed.

Ø Technology and methodology successfully tested in silico and clinical RCT.

Ø Clinical feasibility assessed: practical and improving outcomes.



Validation. Our experience

Validation of our patented and patent-pending innovations:

Ø 16 Poster presentations in International scientific events 2007-2018. 

Ø Publishing : big issues.

Ø 17 Oral presentations in International scientific events 2006-2016.

Ø 8  students research projects as part of our RCT 2011-2013; 2 projects 
received International honorary awards.



Peer review. False sense of independence



Publications. Biased?



Efficacy of publishing

Ø 254 PubMed publications co-authored by Cannesson M. from 2011 to 2023.



Big name, big game

Prof. Maxime Cannesson, Department of Anesthesiology and Perioperative 
Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles.



Generation of scientists standing on the shoulders of giants



How might things be different



Commercialization

q Industrial interests are key important in commercialization:

Ø Closed-loop system developed by Cannesonn’s team was licensed to Edwards 
Lifesciences in 2014 - at the very beginning of validation*.  Why?

Ø Because this company is one of the biggest manufacturers of haemodynamic 
monitoring devices and decision support systems.

Ø Thus, they adopted the licensed innovative closed-loop system for decision 
support in goal directed fluid therapy that used flow related parameters that their 
monitors are analyzing.

* J. Pers. Med. 2022, 12(7):1168.



Commercialization

q Our experience:

Ø Our Semi-Closed-Loop infusion system’s development was supported by Masimo 
who provided free equipment and disposables for research but did not show 
intention to license the innovation or fund the validation studies.

Ø Our invention’s background concept was against Masimo’s interest because they 
marketed the noninvasive Hb device as alternative for invasive Hb measurement.

Ø Our vision is to rise funds for the development of our own device for measuring 
hemoglobin selectively in true capillaries where transcapillary fluid shifts occur.



We do not give up. Expanding the team



Innovating. Again?!



Innovating. Why not?!


